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About This Content

All of the associated Relic / Sega revenue will be donated to the David Sheldrick Wildlife Trust.

Help protect endangered species and give your favorite COH2 factions a fresh new coat of paint! Relic teamed-up with modder
Rita Rush to create those three unique sets inspired by elephants, lions and rhinos for the Soviets (2 x sets) and Wehrmacht

Ostheer (1 x set). To learn more about this charity and how you can help, visit their website:
https://www.sheldrickwildlifetrust.org
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Minimum:

Memory: 2GB RAM

Processor: 2Ghz Intel Core2 Duo or equivalent

Graphics: 512MB Direct3D 10 capable video card (GeForce 8800 GT or Radeon HD 2900XT)

OS: 32bit Vista

Internet: Broadband Internet connection

Hard Drive: 30GB free Hard disc space

English,Czech,French,German,Italian,Polish,Russian
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Coins which help unlocking things in game. I reccomend buying the bundle.

7\/10. EDIT 3: Holy \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in'\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 The "Death Stars," the girders in
the massive comets\/asteroids \/ dead planets, and the Fast Travel minigame?! Every time I play Planetship, there's some new
content to see. And it's all \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665in' brilliant.

EDIT 2: I found space pirates hidden in a huge hive-like asteroid. I translated alien languages and then bartered with them. I
blew up gas clouds, crafted drones to fight beside me, set up an Embassy on an alien planet. And I saved my game.

Planetship is now less a diversion and more of a game what could have time and effort beyond the now invested in it, especially
with the overhaul of the map. It's still in its infancy (relatively), but now there should be no hesitation in getting Planetship.

I guess I should actually write some sort of review, going back and striking through a lot of the old one.

You are a brain in a jar on a spaceship that is some sort of planet.
Yeah, Planetship is real "out there(, yo)." The text-events are farfetched enough to entertain even after the seventh time you've read
them (there are lots of different events, but of course some are more common than others) but not enough to alienate the reader.
There is lots of imagination on display that should satisfy both a certain niche audience as well as scifi fans in general.

You start with a population of 10... million? Billion? Something. That number steadily declines over time, but after playing for
about six hours straight, it was still hanging around 7-8 b\/m-illion (and I was making bad choices intentionally). There are also
events and equipment you can craft that increases your population.

Your ship runs off Food, Water and Fuel. You have a pool of energy for boosting and firing (recharges pretty quickly). You have
a shield that recharges independently of that.

Zoom through space, scanning planets. Each has six factors: the three resources (Food, Water, Fuel) and three hazardous
conditions to watch (such as Surface Temperature). Each planet also has a label (Neutral, Hostile, Friendly, Research, [Element]
Source, etc.). You can send shuttles to planets, to extract resources, to attempt to make contact, to try and trigger a random event.

There are several different... anomalies\/setpieces\/(")static(") objects. Space-cubes, clouds and "meshes" that you fly through while
your scanner identifies Elements. Fields of asteroids you can destroy for Elements. Satelite-Televisions that you can float beside
and watch. Pulp books that you can collect and read later. Black holes that take you to Bizarro Systems. Wormholes that take you to
different systems.

You use Elements in crafting. There are things that increase the birth rate with a chance of mutation, alter your population with
metal teeth for times when food is scarce, increased weapon power with increased energy consumption, etc.

The goal is to find a habitable planet.
I've yet to.

Original Review:

Wow. Please, dear developer. Please. Pack this game with more content (as in text) than I could ever hope to possibly read. That 
 (AND THE LACK OF A SAVE FEATURE) are the only causes for hesitation I mean there are legit novel(la)s included within the
game!!!, but I'm talking about the random Encounters. I just dread the thought that the infinitude of space might hold several of the
same encounters with only the highlighted text changed.

Game is in Early Access; them's my two cents.
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Also, please release this game on disk so I can buy three; one for me, one for time capsule, one to shoot up into the cosmos like that
one ship that has the DNA from the (")elite people(") like Hawking and Jo Garcia (the Immortality Drive).

To myself\/us all: I\/we absolutely recommend this game. Gameplay is so simple (I\/you deduce after .5 hrs playtime) but Mr.
Lawrence's dedication to this game emanates from the Planetship.

[Don't want to get too far into the game, lest I have to play forever to keep the progress. Once a save feature is implemented (IF
ONE IS GOING TO BE - unsure how to take that intro text) I will be all over the game and will probably be able to write a review
that far exceeds the character limit]

EDIT: I posted in http:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/app\/337280\/discussions\/0\/610574394236247951\/ and the dev subsequently
friended me. Again (as will always be the case) no fraternization (i.e. free copies) between dev and me. I just faun over good
indie games - going all out with the positive ramblings - and some of them appreciate it (while the other gamers don't, nyeh)..
Love this game, took me 30 minutes to beat yet it was a lot of fun. I've played it over and over again. The game itself is easy to
play, you just got to play it. Start with the easiest difficulty and work your way up. It doesn't take much practice to get very
good. This one is my favorite of the Frederic series. The music is great and I love the beats.. awesome for spending time and
building if you don't like SIMS. The expensions don't make much sense though, but I did figure out that if you play this one, all
other's load on it normaly.. Recommended just because the music on some of the levels is the bomb!. I waited sooo long for
them to release this game, and now that it's out, all I can say is big WOW
Story is perfect so far (I passed maybe 40% of the game), it's really comic and above all, it's very interesting to play :)

Keep up the good work guys ^_^. Terrible game. Buggy ui, tutorial doesn't tell you anything useful and the gameplay is beyond
boring. Insanely one dimentional with no content. How did this even get through greenlight?. I wish there was a "so-so" button
on here, because that's what this DLC is: pretty so-so.

You get a pretty nice inclusion of classic wrestlers like the Von Erichs, The Fabulous Freebirds, Papa Shango and The
Godfather, a few repeats of Sting (a total of 5 repeats of Sting?!), DDP, Bret Hart, Big Boss Man, Big Show, Cactus Jack, and
Ric Flair, and two classic female wrestlers, Jacqueline and Ivory. With that, you get several classic arenas and some classic title
belts.

But the showcase isn't bad because it's short (which it is criminally so). It's poor, in my opinion, because you don't win a lot of
the matches. Out of 7 matches, 4 are losses at the end. It's so unsatisfying to play your butt off and get a crummy payoff.

The only reason I give this a thumbs up is because it added some classic faces that needed to be recognized, and some great
attires and arenas.

I can only hope 2k18 flushes out its Showcase with more substantial storylines and memorable angles. And maybe we can get rid
of Cole and Lawler commentating them. But that's just me hoping on the last one.. In Flanders fields the poppies blow
Between the crosses, row on row
That mark our place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly
Scarce heard amid the guns below.
We are the Dead. Short days ago
We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved, and were loved, and now we lie
In Flanders fields.
Take up our quarrel with the foe:
To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high.
If ye break faith with us who die
We shall not sleep, though poppies grow
In Flanders fields.

- John McCrea. A wonderful Life-Sim that offers no rush gameplay with a decent amount of depth for the price. I bought this
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game and immediately put 8 hours into it much to the dismay of my cat who was upset about missing supper. There are a wide
array of careers and ways to make money. Multiple degree and education opportunities to explore. Tons of different options for
how your character starts off. I am really looking forward to how this game progresses in early access but I already have gotten
my moneys worth.
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Works as advertised, successfully updated in my case the 19 drivers it found were out of date.
noticeable difference in gameplay with BF4, The forest and H1Z1.. Impression: A HOG that excelled in atmospheric and the
hidden object aspects but umimpressive in the puzzle and features department.

 Recommendation: Thumbs up. Buy on discount.

The Good:

 Brilliant presentation of horror in a HOG, utilising atmospheric sounds and creepy animations very well

 Great voice-acting

 Extensive number of locations & hidden objects that are well-drawn

 Hidden objects were well-placed and give a decent challenge

 Game inventory use is largely intuitive and make logical sense
The Bad:

 Puzzles were rare and pretty easy

 Short in gaming length: Finished in 2 hours on normal mode

 Facial animations of characters in cutscenes were overdrawn and distracting

 Sounds can be very repetitive and irritating
The Ugly:

 Had a fantastic concept of hallucinations that changed the perspective of environment, which was
only used twice in whole game

 Story ending was abrupt and unsatisfying

 Options were limited: Normal\/Expert mode with increased hint time the only difference in difficulty

 No bonus content: No achievements, no cards, no epilogue, concept art

 Tied with the previous point: Absolutely no replayability
For people who know their HOG's:

This game has the barebones expected of a HOG; you get a vague story, lots of hidden objects to find
and work your way through. The biggest problem with this one was it really had the potential to stick
out as unique HOG (even without the expected bonus features you get with HOG's on Steam), in that it
really drew into the horror\/thriller world. The whole game was dedicated to scaring you and keep you
guessing to the end. Unfortunately it doesn't keep the momentum going and the ending ends up being a
plot hole on its own. Another missed opportunity, is the feature of hallucinations which really tied into
the story but again never panned out. Solving puzzles to change the environment to 'reality' was really
entrancing, but the game only used it twice (the second being only half-completed). This, with no
replayability, is why I recommend the game, but only when its on sale.

For people who are new\/casual to HOG's (Hidden Object Games):

This is a game where you tramp around a massive property, finding items to help you as you work your
way through the story and the locations. It has sections where you have to find everything on a list
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(hidden-objects) or have to solve puzzles to proceed.

This HOG is one of the better ones I've seen, because it incorporated horror and thill so well, whilst
many other games in the genre often skimp on. The hidden objects in the game are challenging but not
frustrating and same could be said for the few puzzles you do find. Unfortunately, it has none of the
bonus features that are now becoming standard on Steam, including trading cards and an epilogue.
This game is an excellent example for a casual player and I recommend it.. Let's see... no hotspot
highlight system, leaving some obnoxious pixel hunting at various points in the game, a truly awful
ending that leaves the story entirely unfinished, and the creator apparently supports a truly horrific
Polish political party whose politicians literally have a history of making jokes approving of domestic
violence, saying Hitler wasn't to blame for the Holocaust, and reportedly praising Nazi genocide
camps.

Nice atmosphere, at least, but skip this one.

EDIT: Upon further reflection, the core problem of the game's story, and the reason the ending falls
flat, is that it's a cargo cult attempt to emulate the film Funny Games without understanding why that
film's central twist and thesis so totally hinged on the audience being a passive observer. The same
condemnation doesn't work when you're actively working against the villain.. I don't really understand
some of the negative reviews; yes there is not much to the game you just need to press buttons in the
right order (I got no problems with the controls, they work like they are supposed to work) but this is
challeging enough to keep you playing for at least a little while.

That said I would still not pay the full price for it because this is as I said before "just" a game where
you are supposed to press buttons in the right order. But if you buy a key for a few cents then you will
most likely not regret it.. Im usualy not a big fan of dualstick shmups but this deserves some words
Challenging gameplay, good learning curve, skills, dual stick (xbox360 work perfect) left stick steer
right stick shoot switchable for left handers ,some classic gameplay like asteroids, gyruss mixed with
new elements + skilltree, demands for more gametime here :)
The sound is also good, Tec\/Beat\/Effects
Gfx is good for this kind of game. Old but great Simulator!. I DON'T
KNOW\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.. WHAT HTE \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 IS
YOUR PROBLEM YOU
BALD\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 YOU!. Hard
game, bad graphics. Could be stimulating for some people though.
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